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Programming in the Large with Design Patterns is a terrific resource for learning about design

patterns. The book starts with a general introduction to all types of programming patterns and

goes on to describe 10 of the most popular design patterns in detail: Singleton, Iterator,

Adapter, Decorator, State, Strategy, Factory Method, Observer, Facade and Template

Method.Each pattern is introduced with a non-technical example or story that illustrates the

pattern concept. The details are described with Java code examples and UML diagrams. Each

pattern description also includes a discussion section that offers more in-depth information for

the curious. For example, the discussion section for Singleton explains why introducing a

singleton is only marginally better than using a global variable.

About the AuthorEddie Burris is an Assistant Teaching Professor of computer science at the

University of Missouri--Kansas City. He holds a master's degree in computer science from

Michigan State University and is a Certified Software Development Professional (CSDP). Over

the years he has worked as a software engineer at IBM, Los Alamos National Laboratory and

State Farm Insurance. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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BW, “a good take on patterns. There are so many books on patterns. Being a cheapskate, I

bought this one cuz the kindle price was great. I expected a pretty sub-par treatment to the

patterns. Instead, I found it to be excellent, and much more digestible & practice than the

original gang-of-four book. While reading, I managed to use both the Iterator & the Decorator

patterns at work, and I used the text as a guide. There's a good amount of simple sample

code & UML, and it renders well on the Kindle.”

Xavier R, “Amazing introductory book. This is one of the better books I ever bought ... and I

have bought a lot.Since long time ago I was trying to learn and understand design patterns, but

I didn't succeeded because all books I read were either too technical or too abstract. Although

I'm Embedded System designer I have a very strong understanding of oriented designs and

oriented language programming (in C++ and C#) it was too hard for me to get into the design

patterns.And then I bought this amazing book, and I was able to understand them since the

first one. The author builds every pattern from the ground up (aka antipatterns), so anyone can

understand why patterns are important and where patterns fit better. Although I hate Java, all

examples are very well structured and are short enough so one cannot lost the focus at

anytime.As a newbie in patterns I strong recommend this books for the people like me that is

starting at them. I'm not shure if the book is a good choice for those very experienced

programmers.Hope the author will publish soon a newer book explaining some other patterns,

and I also hope he includes the source code in C++ as well (even in an appendix).”

Zbigniew Sokolowski, “Very good but I would like to read second part: Advanced. The book is

very concise and informative. This is my third book about Design Patterns. Well written and to

the point. Author suggests also some good practices and different approaches using pattern

like in case of Observer which could be used in two flavours push and pull. Or how to to deal

with code smells using Template pattern. The only disadvantage is that book contains only

description of most popular and basic Design Patterns. I'm looking now for something more

advanced. Gang of four described 23 of them. All in all book is worth reading and keeping for

reference.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Perfect for the programmer or student who wants to understand design

patterns!. This book is perfect for undergraduate students and even postgraduate students who

are often overwhelmed by the sheer volume of content from most other texts. What i find most

attractive about this book is that the author is able to make the point with simple relatable



examples and clear and concise code and UML models. I really appreciated this book both for

myself and for my students. I would highly recommend it as a handbook to keep around for

developers who want to have a quick refresher or reference. I would love Eddie to do another

volume with more patterns. I appreciate that these are the most used patterns but I can

definitely see the need for a catalogue addressing many more patterns with his approach.”

Andrei Fangli, “Great 101 design patterns. This book is great for beginner level with design

patterns. Starts with a little bit of history (good to know from where the design patterns idea

came) then goes on leaving a chapter for each pattern. Very well structured and each pattern

has examples and a section of related patterns (with similarities and distinctions) at the end of

each chapter which is great plus for learning design patterns (it's easy to confuse patterns that

are structurally identical but their intend is different)The book often refers to "Design Patterns" -

Gang of Four however it does not offer the same bulk of patterns, it rather took the ones that

need learned first to make the others simpler to understand and also the patterns presented in

this book are very mainstream (everyone uses Observer, Template Method, Strategy without

even knowing it, well at least that happens to me from time to time).This book is a must have

for any junior software engineer (even senior ones if they have no idea about design patterns).”

Katherine, “many of you already know that reading a paragraph on how something should work

is pretty terrible; it usually ends up a wordy. As programmers, many of you already know that

reading a paragraph on how something should work is pretty terrible; it usually ends up a

wordy, confusing mess. This author focuses largely on just providing code samples that are

clean and easy to follow, and small snippets of reading applying them to real problems we

could face. I appreciate the focus on code over a mess of marketing buzzwords.”

Joseph, “very positive. I've read quite a few books on design patterns. I like this author's usage

approach as it seems that the author took his real-life experience and wrote a book. The

examples are fantastic and really make the material accessible to the beginner or provide an

alternative explanation for the seasoned architect to present the information.”

Caio Taniguchi, “Great intro to design patterns. Amazing book. Very clear and concise, with

appropriate examples, in the form of diagrams and code. I don't remember the last time that I

was this satisfied with a technical book. Highly recommended for anyone new to the

subject.Code formatting wasn't really well done in the Kindle version, though. Fortunately, the

code examples are not very long, so it didn't bother me much.Would be delighted to see a

continuation to this book, with more patterns.”

Mario, “Buona trattazione di pochi argomenti. Ho comprato il libro per avere una presentazione

dei maggiori Design Patterns con riferimento al linguaggio Java. Il libro è molto chiaro nella

trattazione con i giusti ed esplicativi diagrammi UML. La pecca è il numero di Design Patterns

trattati, una decina lasciandone fuori quindi alcuni, secondo me, rilevanti. In alcuni però si

supera presentando come i Design Patterns sono stati usati nelle API di Java, ad esempio i

Decorator per InputStream e OutputStream.In attesa di una nuova edizione con più Design

Patterns presentati.”

FcBayernGrafBecker, “Wenig aber kristallklar und fehlerfrei!. Was will man da meckern? 10 von

den 23 GoF Patterns sind auf 143 Seiten gigantisch gut und ausführlichst erklärt.Aber halt nur

10 :-(Das Kapitel zur Template Method hat mir, nicht nur wegen der Erklärung von "Call Super



code smell" besonders gut gefallen.Was mich an diesem Buch auch sehr beeindruckt, ist seine

geringe Fehlerrate, die mittlerweile auf 0 gesunken seindürfte.Mein absoluter Spitzenreiter

bleibt weiterhin Design Patterns Essentials von Tony Bevis! Siehe Rezession!”

J, “No Words Wasted. Burris manages to bring forward 10 of the most important design

patterns in just some 150 pages. His discussion is clear and to the point yet refreshing. I really

enjoyed reading this book because not a single word in it is wasted. A great introduction to

design patterns at a small price (considering the kindle version).”

thalassa, “A good wish for the new year. Finally, I can receive my order thanks MRW

messagery post, so that I wish your seller team A Happy New Year, and good business into it.”

The book by Adam Boduch has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 57 people have provided feedback.
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